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Courts can work to protect the rights of minority groups (Larkins 1996), to expose and correct violations 

of basic law (Carruba 2009), and can serve as an arena for contestation by opposition groups (Chernykh 

2014, Popova 2006). As such, it is something of a conventional wisdom that independent courts are 

beneficial for democracy and democratization (Gibler and Randazzo 2011). In this tradition, independent 

courts have been thought to help prevent electoral manipulation by governments and political parties. A 

recent article argues that courts accomplish this by sending signals that can inform decision-making by 

opposition parties considering post-election protest (Chernykh and Svolik 2015). Electoral manipulation 

takes many forms (Schedler 2002), however, and the authors’ approach only considers illegal techniques 

like vote-buying and falsification. Governments, though, prefer to use legal techniques when possible, 

since they come with lower legitimacy costs than tampering with the election illegally, and offer more 

predictable results (Birch 2011, van Ham and Lindberg 2015). These legal tactics include limits on the 

media environment and restrictions on campaign freedom, among others. The role of judicial 

independence in deterring these sorts of tactics has not yet been evaluated; furthermore, Chernykh and 

Svolik (2015) do not test their formal model empirically. This paper addresses both of these gaps, and 

makes a further theoretical distinction between independent high and low courts and their distinct 

effects on manipulation. 

This paper expands on the general hypothesis that more independent judiciaries will serve to restrict 

illegal forms of manipulation in two ways. First, it argues that lower court independence will be directly 

associated with reductions in illegal forms of manipulation, like falsification of results. Second, it argues 

that both high and low courts’ independence will be associated with reduction in legal forms of 

manipulation, like campaign restrictions, but only in interaction with increasing political 

competitiveness. In brief, this is because even independent courts will be less likely to rule against a 

dominant ruling party on questions of high political significance like the rules of the electoral arena; 

instead, judges become more willing to rule impartially or in favor of opposition groups when medium-

term control of the government is uncertain. 

As a result, the effect of judicial independence on electoral manipulation is varied and conditional. With 

regard to illegal forms of electoral manipulation, authoritarian regimes and ruling parties in 

unconsolidated democracies are caught in a dilemma: more independent lower courts allow 

governments to monitor their agents and prevent excesses (Ríos-Figueroa and Aguilar 2017), but can 

also deter needed electoral manipulation on election day. With regard to legal forms of electoral 

manipulation, opposition groups (and international democracy promoters) face a more difficult task. 

Even high courts that are otherwise independent are only likely to rule in favor of fairer election rules 

when opposition parties are already mounting credible challenges to the ruling party. In sum, while 
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independent courts alone can reduce the severity of illegal manipulation, political contestation and 

judicial independence are jointly necessary to improve the underlying legal framework. 

This project is the first cross-national study of the relationship between judicial independence and 

multiple aspects of election quality. These hypotheses are tested using data on 551 elections in 99 

countries from 1980 to 2004. The country-years included account for a range of authoritarian, hybrid, 

and democratic regimes. Data on judicial independence is drawn from Linzer and Staton (2015) as well 

as the V-Dem dataset (Coppedge et al 2017), while data on legal and illegal forms of electoral 

manipulation is taken from the Dataset on International Election Monitoring (Kelley 2012). Indicators of 

partisan competitiveness and civil-society openness are drawn from the V-Dem dataset, along with 

additional controls. 

Judicial independence and electoral manipulation 

The concept of judicial independence continues to be somewhat contested, but at the core, 

independent courts are capable of acting as impartial decision-makers, resolving disputes without undue 

pressure from other political actors (Burbank and Friedman 2002, Linzer and Staton 2015). Researchers 

have identified a variety of salutary effects an independent judiciary can have for liberal democracy. An 

independent judiciary can interpret the constitution in ways that protect minorities (Larkins 1996), help 

maintain the rule of law and reduce arbitrariness in government (Dahl 1957, Landes and Posner 1975), 

and ensure that other civil and political rights are monitored and protected (Linz and Stepan 1996). 

Independent judiciaries that have had time to establish their credibility help prevent authoritarian 

backsliding, by reducing executives’ freedom to consolidate power in a crisis (Gibler and Randazzo 

2011). Courts and constitutions can provide a focal point for citizen coordination in defense of their 

rights, even in non-democracies (Helmke and Rosenbluth 2009, Weingast 1997). Consequently, judicial 

independence is generally taken to be positive for democratic governance—though often with the 

caveat that it has the potential to confound majority rule (Helmke and Rosenbluth 2009). Many of these 

features of independent courts, such as reduced scope of action for executives and the creation of a 

rallying point for opposition actors, should in theory serve as deterrents to electoral manipulation 

(Chernykh and Svolik 2015). 

Judicial independence can be threatened using multiple methods, both formal and informal. Formal 

attacks on the judiciary by the executive or legislative branches of government include efforts to pack 

courts or remove sitting judges (Helmke 2010), limit courts’ jurisdictions (Magaloni 2008, Ríos-Figueroa 

and Aguilar 2017), and cut judges salaries (VonDoepp 2005) or terms of office (Magaloni 2008). 

Informally, power-holders can engage in rhetorical attacks on the legitimacy of the courts, issue public 

threats of violence, order physical attacks on judges, or—more subtly—use bribes, private threats, and 

social ties to influence courts (Llanos et al 2016).  

However, it is also clear that judges are strategic actors who respond to the political environment they 

inhabit, even when not subject to direct pressure. Even independent courts may choose not to exercise 

their independence out of sympathy for the ruling party (Hilbink 2007) or in order to avoid antagonizing 

political leaders (Helmke and Rosenbluth 2009). On the other hand, courts can fight back against 
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political attacks and attempt to broaden their freedom of action when they have the political space to 

do so, especially in well-established judicial systems with considerable public support (Vanberg 2001, 

2005; Staton 2006; Carrubba 2009). 

Along with that of elections, legislatures, and political parties (Gandhi and Przeworski 2007, Brownlee 

2007), there has been increasing interest in the role that courts play in authoritarian regimes (Ginsburg 

and Moustafa 2008). This research has shown that even authoritarian courts may be granted real 

independence in order to advance other goals of the ruling party. In these contexts, courts help 

legitimate the ruling party by creating the appearance of restraint on government (Whiting 2017), help 

monitor and control government agents (Ríos-Figueroa and Aguilar 2017), enable authoritarian 

governments to make more credible commitment to investors, and allow governments to delegate 

potentially unpopular decisions to the courts (Moustafa and Ginsburg 2008, Ginsburg 2003). 

Authoritarian leaders also tend to empower independent courts when they fear losing control in a 

democratizing transition, as a sort of rear-guard action (Ginsburg 2003, Hirchsl 2004, Finkel 2008). 

Despite an increasing understanding of the role courts play across regime contexts, and the 

conventional wisdom that independent courts are generally positive for rule of law and democratic 

consolidation, the effect of courts on electoral integrity in authoritarian countries and young 

democracies is thus far under-developed. In a recent formal model, Chernykh and Svolik (2015) argue 

that courts deter electoral manipulation by ruling parties, an effect which is stronger when courts have 

increased capacity and jurisdiction and reduced concern about finding against the ruling party (both of 

which are forms of judicial independence). The model is based on the transmission of information; a 

court’s decision to reject election results as fraudulent provides additional information to opposition 

parties about their popularity, possibly making them more confident in staging post-election protest. In 

turn, the risk of protest helps deter manipulation by ruling parties.  

This is an important contribution, but is incomplete in three ways. First, it only considers the impact of 

high courts which have the ability to certify an election, not lower courts which can prosecute individual 

cases of electoral manipulation. This focus leads them to emphasize opposition protest as a deterrent to 

manipulation, rather than alternative principal-agent mechanisms (Rundlett and Svolik 2016). Second, as 

the authors note, their model focuses on illegal forms of election-day manipulation, and does not 

consider courts’ ability to influence the overall legal framework in which elections take place. Finally, 

their formal model is not tested empirically. This article addresses these three gaps. 

Theory: high courts, low courts, and the menu of manipulation 

Groups who wish to bias the outcome of elections have no shortage of tools with which to do so. These 

range from legal techniques, like restrictions on opposition access to the media and efforts to disqualify 

opposition candidates, to illegal tactics like vote-buying, voter-pressure, and fraud (Schedler 2002). 

Increasingly, researchers are investigating the causes of variation in the use of these different 

techniques. For example, ruling parties prefer to rely on legal forms of manipulation when they can, 

since these tactics offer more predictable results, often at a lower direct cost and with reduced risk of 

international condemnation or domestic protest (Birch 2011). Ruling parties vary the tactics they employ 
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as necessary; for example, in response to election monitors, parties shift toward harder-to-observe 

tactics like behind-the-scenes voter pressure and illegal campaign contributions (Beaulieu and Hyde 

2008; Simpser and Donno 2012), and deploy violence or fraud in unmonitored precincts depending on 

local competitiveness (Asunka et al 2017). Making one form of electoral manipulation more difficult, for 

example by implementing the secret ballot, can lead to an increase in other forms of manipulation like 

registration fraud (Kuo and Teorell 2017). Likewise, vote-buying and voter pressure appear to be 

negatively correlated with administrative fraud, driven by changes in local competitiveness (Harvey 

2016). Especially when considering the relationship between courts and manipulation, it will be 

important to distinguish between forms of manipulation that violate ordinary law, and those which take 

place within a legal framework.  

Here I argue that independent high courts will be associated with reductions in legal and illegal forms of 

electoral manipulation, but only in cases where political competition is elevated. This is because cases 

related to election manipulation that reach high courts are likely to be high-stakes affairs with significant 

prospective impact for the rules of the game; high court judges will be reluctant to risk to ruling against 

the governing party unless its grasp on power already appears tenuous. Independent lower courts, on 

the other hand, have more freedom to act non-strategically when trying cases of illegal electoral 

manipulation. Independent lower courts provide benefits even to highly authoritarian regimes, 

discussed in more detail below, at the cost of limiting the amount of illegal manipulation that ruling 

parties can engage in. As a result, more independent lower courts are associated with reductions in 

illegal manipulation regardless of the degree of competition. Finally, lower-court independence is 

associated with reductions in legal manipulation only as political competitiveness improves, as a result 

of the greater riskiness of challenging the legal electoral framework and the ability of more dependent 

high courts to restrain lower courts when they seek to rule of constitutional issues.  

Legal forms of manipulation 

Legal forms of electoral manipulation—which include the rules that shape media freedom and 

opposition access to resources, along with the use of the state’s legal coercive powers to intimidate and 

harass oppositionists—are more likely to be influenced by independent courts only when political 

conditions are favorable. Ruling against the government on these questions is likely to be a riskier 

endeavor for judges, as it may involve enforcing previously ignored constitutional rights, declaring laws 

or policies unconstitutional, challenging the security services, or even declaring an election invalid. 

These are high-stakes gambles that judges, on high or low courts, will be more likely to evaluate as 

strategic actors. 

For a court to convict someone of committing an illegal act of electoral manipulation, like buying votes 

or forging election protocols, involves the application of ordinary laws to the facts of the case. However, 

governments and ruling parties often rely on the law itself to bias electoral competition, turning to more 

direct forms of manipulation when necessary (Birch 2011, van Ham and Lindberg 2015). The law can 

disenfranchise voters (Kuo and Teorell 2017, Blais et al 2000), censor the media, limit opposition 

financing, and break up opposition assemblies or opposition-minded civil society groups (Donno and 

Roussias 2012, Schedler 2002). It can also be used to shape electoral systems to benefit ruling parties 
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(Birch 2007, Tan 2013), and to target opposition leaders and activists for physical repression (Bhasin and 

Gandhi 2013). Addressing these sorts of systemic bias requires courts to evaluate the laws themselves 

against a constitutional standard. 

Low and high courts may both be involved in such decisions, though of course at different levels of 

political significance. As an example of lower-court engagement in electoral disputes, in Russia and 

Ukraine, district courts may instruct local election commissions to register or de-register candidates for 

office after an appeal by one of the parties or by concerned citizens (Popova 2012). While important in 

the aggregate, these decisions by lower courts do not fundamentally change the rules of the game or 

directly challenge incumbent national leaders. On the other hand, high-court decisions—such as the 

Ukrainian Supreme Court’s decision to order a re-run of the presidential vote in the 2004 Orange 

Revolution, or the Ukrainian Constitutional Court’s decision to restore a pro-presidential version of the 

constitution in 2010—can have far-reaching implications for the fairness of the electoral environment. 

High courts are often highly dependent on the ruling party in authoritarian and hybrid regimes, 

frequently as a means of binding the ruling coalition together (Ríos-Figueroa and Aguilar 2017). Even 

when granted some independence, high courts seek to preserve their legitimacy and avoid pitched 

battles with the more political branches; high court justices must take into account the division of power 

inside and outside the government and the constitutional implications of their rulings before deciding 

against elites (Gibler and Randazzo 2011; Bumin, Randazzo, and Walker 2009; Gibson, Caldeira, and 

Baird 1998; Herron and Randazzo 2003). As a result, they look to the state of political competition. As 

Helmke and Rosenbluth (2009) write, “Judicial independence, at least in a narrow sense, may occur 

without democracy—but without democracy, judicial independence is entirely neutralized by judges’ 

incapacity or unwillingness to challenge the government....” Increased uncertainty about who will hold 

power in the medium term leads to more neutral behavior by courts, who want to appear impartial and 

competent (VonDoepp 2005). Similar results are visible in Mexico, where the Supreme Court was more 

likely to take cases in which the ruling party was a defendant, and the ruling party was more likely to 

lose, as political fragmentation increased (Ríos-Figueroa 2007). Consequently, independence alone will 

likely be insufficient to drive high courts to strike down electoral laws and policies and unfairly privilege 

the ruling party. Instead, such rulings become more likely when courts are independent and political 

conditions are uncertain. 

This understanding is reflected in the strategic defection theory of judicial politics, which holds that—

especially outside the context of established, consolidated democracies—high-court judges consider 

how the governments of tomorrow will view their decision. If the current ruling party’s hold on power 

appears fragile, justices will be more likely to peel away in order to signal their willingness to work with 

the likely successor government. As a result, high courts are likely to support the existing regime when it 

appears unthreatened, and to rule in favor of opposition groups when those groups appear poised to 

take power. Both of these effects are especially visible on high-profile, high-salience cases (Helmke 

2012).  

That is, issues that are fundamental to regime survival are unlikely to be challenged even by formally 

independent high courts unless the ruling party already appears vulnerable to defeat. In the most closed 
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authoritarian states, these issues might encompass things like state-of-emergency decrees or the role of 

special courts in limiting constitutionally guaranteed human rights (Ginsburg and Moustafa 2008). 

However, the most common form of authoritarian regime in the present period is one which holds 

elections and permits some degree of contestation (Magaloni and Krichelli 2010). In hybrid or 

competitive authoritarian regimes, the rules of the electoral game are among the issues of highest 

importance to incumbents (Levitsky and Way 2010, Birch 2011). As a result, high courts can be expected 

to improve the legal electoral environment only as political conditions become more competitive. By 

contrast, even independent high courts may allow an unfair and potentially unconstitutional legal 

electoral framework to stay on the books when ruling parties are solidly entrenched as a result of the 

“odd irony” that authoritarian regimes grant courts more independence the more deference the court 

shows to the executive (Ginsburg and Moustafa 2008, p. 16). 

Hypothesis 1: Greater independence for high courts, is associated with reduced legal electoral 

manipulation as political competition increases. 

Finally, lower courts may also have a role in affecting the legal electoral environment. Just as with high 

courts, lower court judges are likely to be more cautious when their rulings prospectively affect the rules 

of the game, than when they are applying ordinary law against individual agents. Likewise, just as in the 

discussion of illegal forms of manipulation above, higher courts’ willingness to rule in favor of cleaner 

elections may create greater space for lower courts to do so as well.  

Hypothesis 2: Greater lower court independence is associated with a reduction in legal electoral 

manipulation as political competition increases. 

Hypothesis 3: Greater high court independence is associated with a larger negative relationship 

between lower court independence and legal manipulation. 

Illegal manipulation 

Forms of manipulation that are nearly universally criminalized (e.g. forging results) are likely to be 

responsive to lower-court independence regardless of the underlying degree of political contestation. 

This is because even ruling parties in authoritarian regimes face a dilemma with regard to ordinary 

courts (Magaloni 2008). Low-level courts provide a mechanism for gathering information on citizen 

grievances (and providing a safety valve for their expression), for monitoring excessive abuses by lower-

level agents of the regime (Ginsburg 2008), and for legitimating the regime through appeals to the rule 

of law (Moustafa 2008, Whiting 2017). As such, ruling parties have an incentive to permit ordinary 

courts some degree of independence and efficacy, in order to curb the excesses of subordinates and 

clients. 

In the context of electoral manipulation, this mechanism may help ruling parties deter excessive forms 

of electoral manipulation by subordinates in areas where opposition parties and civil society groups are 

active (Harvey 2016). In a region where opposition groups are active enough to observe manipulation 

efforts and bring litigation against the participants, lower courts may help enable ruling parties to apply 

the brakes on the process by which potential agents compete for the favor of the ruling party. The 
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judicial mechanism is especially important in a covert endeavor like electoral manipulation, where the 

usual mechanisms for monitoring agents in a party or bureaucratic structure are unavailable (Ginsburg 

2008). Of course, the judiciary can also be used to rule against opposition efforts at electoral 

manipulation, in cases where the opposition has the resources to do so. The ability of courts to punish 

some forms of electoral manipulation also contributes to the crucial legitimation function that courts 

perform in electoral authoritarian regimes (Osiel 1995), and enhances courts’ credibility when they do 

rule in favor of the incumbent party on major cases (Carrubba 2009).  

However, ruling parties cannot allow courts to become too independent, lest citizens’ court-ordered 

rights begin to threaten the regime itself. Some governments manage this dilemma by making sure 

lower courts are dependent where it counts, by limiting their jurisdiction over electoral matters. For 

example, for much of the period of PRI hegemony in Mexico, citizens’ electoral rights were excluded 

from the normal procedure of judicial appeal (Magaloni 2008, Eisenstadt 2003). However, another 

approach entails allowing lower courts a degree of independence, while ensuring that high courts 

remain close to the ruling coalition as a backstop (Ríos-Figueroa and Aguilar 2017). In Russia, for 

example, administrative courts were sufficiently independent (at least during the late 1990s and early 

Putin period) to rule against the government in well over a majority of cases overall and about half of 

cases with electoral complaints (Solomon 2004), while the high court remained relatively compliant 

(Popova 2012). 

To the extent that governments take the latter option, allowing some independence in lower courts in 

order to facilitate the courts’ information-gathering, monitoring, and legitimating functions, illegal acts 

of electoral manipulation can be punished by lower courts. In Russia, for example, the Central Election 

Commission catalogued thirty-two criminal cases related to electoral manipulation in the 2016 election, 

in addition to approximately one thousand administrative cases (Tikhonova 2016). Where lower courts 

have a measure of independence, those low-level agents who engage in election tampering (by falsifying 

results or buying votes, for example) face a higher level of personal risk, exacerbating principal-agent 

and coordination problems that make illegal electoral manipulation more difficult to achieve (Rundlett 

and Svolik 2016). As such, I expect that increased lower-court independence will reduce the severity of 

illegal forms of electoral manipulation even in authoritarian contexts with limited political competition. 

Hypothesis 4: Greater independence for lower courts is associated with reduced illegal electoral 

manipulation, regardless of the degree of political competition. 

However, high court independence is unlikely to be correlated with reductions in illegal electoral 

manipulation without corresponding increases in political contestation. Authoritarian and hybrid 

regimes may take the first path described above, permitting a degree of lower-court independence 

while keeping higher courts stacked with loyalists. In Chile, for example, a formally independent 

supreme court acquiesced to Pinochet’s dictatorship due to a judicial philosophy of non-interference in 

politics and an institutional structure that encouraged judges to defer to their superiors within the 

judicial branch (Hilbink 2007). In this and other cases, high courts only began to rule against the 

governing party when that party’s political prospects began to crumble. Argentinian justices, for 
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example, looked to curry favor with the likely new governing party (Helmke 2003, 2012) with a decline 

in the president’s popularity and the Peronist party’s position in Congress.  

In addition, cases before the high court generally carry greater weight than those before lower courts.  

As Popova (2012) notes, constitutional cases differ significantly from ordinary trial cases: “Constitutional 

cases put constraints on future behavior by politicians, and they are also binding on future adjudication 

of cases...Court decisions reached by lower courts are much less prospective and are grounded in 

current concerns…” (p. 30). As a result, it is possible that formally independent high courts may preside 

over systems where illegal manipulation is common, but these high courts may choose to avoid 

politically contentious rulings the most significant cases of illegal manipulation while ruling parties 

remain entrenched. In this case, we should not expect to see a direct negative relationship between high 

court independence and illegal forms of manipulation. Instead, high-court independence should be 

associated with reductions in illegal manipulation only at higher levels of competition. 

One area where independent high courts may have influence, however, is in signaling to lower courts 

that aggressive punishment of electoral misdeeds is acceptable. Cases where high courts are kept 

dependent on ruling parties often also maintain a stricter judicial hierarchy, so that judicial superiors can 

rein in subordinates if necessary (Popova 2012). However, if the high court chooses to break ranks with 

the government, lower courts may then follow suit. In this case, we would expect to see the size of the 

negative effect of lower court independence on illegal manipulation increase as higher courts become 

more impartial. This appears to have been the case in Mexico, for example, as a more assertive and 

independent Supreme Court preceded increasingly assertive behavior by the federal electoral court 

(Eisenstadt 2003). In such cases, independent lower courts may act to clean up the legal electoral 

environment only after high courts have signaled that it is acceptable to do so as political competition 

increases (Hilbink 2008).  

Hypothesis 5: Greater independence of high courts is associated with reduced illegal electoral 

manipulation as political competition increases. 

Hypothesis 6: Greater high court independence is associated with a larger negative relationship 

between lower court independence and illegal manipulation. 

Data and methods 

I test this theory using data from 551 elections in 99 countries from 1980 to 2004. Evaluations of 

electoral integrity by observer missions, taking into account the legal framework surrounding the 

election and the conduct of the voting and counting, are taken from the Dataset on International 

Election Monitoring (Kelley 2012). As a result, the data are drawn from countries in which election 

observation missions were present. Even regimes that intend to cheat in elections regularly invite 

observers, since barring observers sends an unambiguous signal that elections were fraudulent (Hyde 

2011). This generally confines the dataset to electoral authoritarian regimes, hybrid regimes, new 

democracies, and established democracies. In practice, the mean and median country-years included in 

the dataset represent a hybrid regime or unconsolidated democracy when measured by Polity score (4.3 

and 6, respectively), with a wide range of more authoritarian regimes also represented. 
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The dependent variables for this study are overall pre-election conditions and election-day cheating. The 

first variable captures the improper use of public funds, as well as problems with campaign freedom, 

media freedom, and state-based intimidation of voters or candidates (for example, extraordinary tax 

inspections, arrests, fines, and so on). The latter variable measures falsification of results, vote-buying 

and related issues, and pressure on voters in the polling station. Both variables range from zero (no 

problems) to three (severe problems). Since the dependent variables are ordered categories, I use 

ordered logistic regression models to analyze the data. 

The explanatory variables in this study are judicial independence and political competition. I use three 

measures of judicial independence. Two of these measures, taken from V-Dem, clearly distinguish 

between high-court and ordinary-court independence (Coppedge et al 2017). High court independence 

indicates how regularly the high court’s decisions reflect the government’s wishes, while lower court 

independence measures the same concept with regard to ordinary courts. As a result, this is a decisional 

rather than formal measure of independence (Popova 2012, p. 18). Lastly, I make use of the measure of 

latent judicial independence provided by Linzer and Staton (2015), which seeks to capture both the 

power and autonomy of courts using eight different indicators of judicial independence. 

I use three variables to measure the degree of political competition, with two of these presented in the 

appendix. The primary variable I employ is opposition autonomy, a variable taken from V-Dem which 

captures the degree to which opposition parties are independent and autonomous of the ruling party. 
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The variable ranges from zero (all opposition parties are banned) to four (all opposition parties are 

independent and autonomous). This is meant to capture the degree to which opposition parties present 

a real threat to the incumbent ruling group.  

Since opposition parties might be independent and autonomous but still small and under-resourced, 

however, I apply two different measures of political competitiveness as robustness checks in the 

appendix. The first is lagged electoral competitiveness, the vote-share of the largest party in the prior 

legislative election subtracted from 100 (Vanhanen 2016). This measure captures how close opposition 

parties came to the ruling party in the prior election, an indicator of electoral risk. Finally, I also use a 

measure of party system institutionalization taken from V-Dem. This variable evaluates the extent to 

which parties are organized, have links to society, cadres of activists, coherent platforms, and cohesive 

parliamentary delegations. All three robustness checks (the two alternative measures of 

competitiveness, along with latent judicial independence) behave as predicted. 

Lastly, I include control variables that may help account for the severity of electoral manipulation. Since 

education can affect the level and type of electoral manipulation (Kitschelt and Wilkinson 2007), I 

include the variable education level, which measures the average number of years of education for 

citizens older than fifteen years of age (Morrison & Murtin 2009). I also include the urban proportion of 

the population (Birch 2011), and logged GDP per capita (Simpser 2013). Each of these variables is taken 

from the V-Dem dataset. Finally, since the level of democratization could affect both the degree of 

electoral manipulation and the degree of judicial independence, I include the Polity score for each 

country-year (Marshall et al 2016).  

 

Results 

 

The results of this analysis show that the relationship between judicial independence and electoral 

integrity is complex. In the table below, Models 1-3 use legal, pre-election manipulation as the 

dependent variable; Models 4-6 address illegal forms of manipulation. Models 1 and 4 are control 

models in which no interaction terms are included, but the standalone measures of high- and low-court 

independence are. The remaining models show the interaction of high- or low-court independence with 

the measure of opposition autonomy. 

 

The independence of the high court is generally not associated with improvements in either the legal 

electoral environment or the degree of electoral manipulation in models where high-court 

independence is used as a standalone variable (Models 1, 3, 4, and 6). In fact, in three of the four 

models, the relationship between high-court independence and electoral manipulation is positive and 

significant at the .05 level or higher, indicating that more independent high courts are associated with 

lower quality elections; as Model 2 and Figure 1 show, independent high courts are associated with 

higher levels of legal electoral manipulation than are dependent courts in contexts where opposition 

groups are non-competitive with the ruling party. The overall negative slope in Figure 1 is consistent 

with Hypothesis 1: as opposition autonomy increases, the effect of high-court independence becomes 

statistically insignificant for middle values of autonomy, and appears to improve the legal environment 
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in cases where all opposition parties are independent and autonomous. However, the fact that 

independent courts appear to be worse for election quality than dependent courts in non-competitive 

settings is puzzling, and is considered in more detail in the discussion section. 

 

The independence of lower courts is more strongly associated with improvements in the legal 

environment, both as a standalone variable in Model 1, and in interaction with opposition autonomy in 

Model 3. Figure 2 shows the interactive relationship graphically: at low levels of opposition autonomy, 

low courts have no effect on the legal environment, but as opposition parties become more assertive, 

lower-court independence is associated with significant reductions in legal electoral manipulation. This 

supports Hypothesis 2. 

 

 
Dependent variable: 

 
Pre-election conditions Election-day cheating 

 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

High court independence 0.29 0.72
**

 0.32
*
 0.36

*
 0.56

**
 0.36

*
 

 
(0.16) (0.18) (0.16) (0.16) (0.20) (0.16) 

Low court independence -0.58
**

 -0.44
**

 -0.09 -0.81
**

 -0.75
**

 -0.72
**

 

 
(0.16) (0.16) (0.20) (0.16) (0.16) (0.21) 

Opposition autonomy -0.64
**

 -0.72
**

 -0.71
**

 -0.44
**

 -0.47
**

 -0.44
**

 

 
(0.13) (0.13) (0.13) (0.13) (0.13) (0.13) 

Education 0.10 0.14
*
 0.14

*
 0.03 0.04 0.03 

 
(0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) 

Polity -0.09
**

 -0.12
**

 -0.11
**

 -0.02 -0.03 -0.02 

 
(0.02) (0.03) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) 

GDP per capita (log) -0.18 0.10 0.01 -0.07 0.02 -0.05 

 
(0.19) (0.20) (0.20) (0.19) (0.20) (0.19) 

Urban population share -1.93
*
 -2.59

**
 -2.15

**
 -2.36

**
 -2.54

**
 -2.38

**
 

 
(0.76) (0.78) (0.77) (0.77) (0.77) (0.77) 

Population size (log) 0.19
**

 0.19
**

 0.17
*
 0.09 0.09 0.09 

 
(0.06) (0.06) (0.07) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) 

High court ind. : Opposition auton. 
 

-0.43
**

 
  

-0.19 
 

  
(0.10) 

  
(0.11) 

 
Low court ind. : Opposition auton. 

  
-0.38

**
 

  
-0.07 

   
(0.10) 

  
(0.10) 

Observations 512 512 512 512 512 512 

AIC 1205 1187 1191 1249 1270 1248 
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Note: 
*
p<0.05; 

**
p<0.01 

Table 1: Ordered logit models of electoral manipulation 

   

 

Figure 1: Marginal effect of high-court independence on legal manipulation at varying levels of 

opposition autonomy 
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Figure 2: Marginal effect of low-court independence on legal manipulation, at varying levels of 

opposition autonomy 

Turning to illegal tactics, high-court independence does not appear to reduce the severity of fraud, vote-

buying, and related forms of manipulation. Model 4 shows no effect for the standalone variable, while 

Model 5 shows a positive relationship that diminishes to a null relationship as opposition autonomy 

increases. That is, at low levels of opposition autonomy, higher levels of high-court independence are 

associated with worse outcomes in terms of electoral integrity (see Figure 3). This is in line with similar 

results for legal manipulation, and will also be considered in the discussion section. However, the 

negative interaction slope is similarly supportive of Hypothesis 5. Finally, lower-court independence has 

a consistently negative relationship with illegal forms of manipulation, as shown in Figure 4, regardless 

of the level of opposition autonomy. This supports Hypothesis 4, and suggests that independent lower 

courts are able to act to constrain illegal forms of electoral manipulation even in highly authoritarian 

contexts.  
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Figure 3: Marginal effect of high-court independence on illegal manipulation, at varying levels of 

opposition autonomy 
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Figure 4: Marginal effect of low-court independence on illegal manipulation, at varying levels of 

opposition autonomy 
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Dependent variable: 

 
MAXR11CHEAT MAXR21CHEAT 

 
(1) (2) 

High court independence 0.33
*
 0.35

*
 

 
(0.16) (0.16) 

Low court independence -0.54
**

 -0.82
**

 

 
(0.16) (0.16) 

Opposition autonomy -0.62
**

 -0.44
**

 

 
(0.13) (0.13) 

Education 0.14
*
 0.02 

 
(0.06) (0.06) 

Polity -0.12
**

 -0.01 

 
(0.03) (0.02) 

GDP per capita (log) -0.12 -0.08 

 
(0.19) (0.19) 

Urban population share -1.81
*
 -2.38

**
 

 
(0.77) (0.77) 

Population size (log) 0.15
*
 0.10 

 
(0.07) (0.06) 

High court ind. : Low court ind. -0.28
**

 0.03 

 
(0.08) (0.08) 

Observations 512 512 

AIC 1194 1249 

Note:  
*
p<0.05; 

**
p<0.01 

Table 2: Ordered logit models of electoral manipulation, interacting high- and low-court independence 

Hypotheses 3 and 6 hold that the relationship between low-court independence and legal versus illegal 

manipulation, respectively, will be contingent on the degree of high-court independence. Table 2 

presents models that test this possibility, by including the interaction of high-court and low-court 

independence.  Hypothesis 6 is not borne out: independent lower courts appear to be associated with 

reduced illegal electoral manipulation even when high courts rarely rule against the government (Figure 

6). However, Hypothesis 3 is supported. The relationship between lower-court independence and legal 
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forms of manipulation is increasingly negative (meaning, lower courts are associated with larger 

improvements in the legal environment) as higher courts become more independent.  

 

Figure 5: Marginal effect of low-court independence on legal manipulation, at varying levels of high-

court independence 
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Figure 6: Marginal effect of low-court independence on illegal manipulation, at varying levels of high-

court independence  

Discussion 

These results improve the understanding of the connections between judicial independence and 

democratization by focusing on the conduct of free and fair elections, a necessary condition for 

democracy. First, they show that neither an independent high court nor robust partisan competition is 

necessary to reduce the severity of illegal forms of electoral manipulation.  Independent lower courts 

can perform that role, even when high courts are beholden to the ruling group and when opposition 

groups are largely excluded or subservient. These results complicate strategic models that emphasize 

the importance of political conditions as determinants of judicial behavior—such as strategic defection 

theory (Helmke 2005) and strategic pressure theory (Popova 2012)—by showing that lower court judges 

are capable of exercising independence in the absence of political competition, with salient results for 

election quality. This relationship between lower-court independence and illegal electoral manipulation 

aligns with principal-agent models of manipulation, in which low-level operatives are deterred from 

engaging in illegal manipulation in part by personal risks (e.g. Rundlett and Svolik 2016). It is difficult and 

costly for even authoritarian governments to minimize these risks, given the benefits of agent-control 

and popular legitimation that a relatively liberalized lower court system can provide (Ginsburg 2008, 
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Moustafa 2008).  Consequently, the role of strategic behavior on lower courts may be of interest for 

further research, as may the role of such courts in supporting democratization. 

On the other hand, these results indicate that independent courts at both levels are associated with 

improvements in the fairness of the campaign environment, but only in combination with high levels of 

political contestation. This lends support to strategic models of high-court behavior. However, under 

non-competitive conditions, independent high courts are associated with lower quality elections than 

dependent high courts. This may reflect the unwillingness of otherwise independent courts to touch the 

core interests of the ruling party, combined with leaders’ willingness to permit a more open electoral 

environment in cases where the judiciary is highly dependent. The latter element would comport with 

the strategic pressure model of authoritarian and semi-democratic courts (Popova 2012), in which 

governments in competitive settings prefer more dependent courts. In other words, the negative slope 

of the marginal effects supports the model presented here, based on strategic defection theory (Helmke 

2005), while the positive marginal effects at lower levels of contestation are more in line with strategic 

pressure. Future research might work to disentangle the two theories’ implications for high courts and 

electoral manipulation. 

Nevertheless, in the broad sense, it is clear that more independent courts improve election quality in 

competitive settings, as the Chernykh and Svolik (2015) predict. However, the particulars differ from 

those described in their formal model. In that model, courts and other third-party actors serve as 

information-revealing mechanisms. When they make a pronouncement regarding the fairness of the 

election, opposition groups update their estimation of their own electoral strength and then decide 

whether or not to contest the official results in the streets. The risk of protest then deters incumbents 

from cheating in close elections in which courts (or other monitors) might reveal the opposition’s true 

strength. By showing that independent lower courts reduce illegal forms of electoral manipulation (the 

only form considered by Chernykh and Svolik) regardless of the competitiveness of the environment, the 

empirical results challenge this mechanism that connects courts with cleaner elections. Instead, the 

unconditional relationship between lower-court independence and reduced illegal manipulation 

suggests that the deterrent effect operates not on political leaders, but on low-level agents reluctant to 

risk fines or jail time in exchange for patronage rewards (Rundlett and Svolik 2016). 

Second, this analysis considers courts’ effects on pre-election campaign environment, which can be 

shaped to incumbents’ benefits using legal tools. This is distinct from the framework in Chernykh and 

Svolik. These results indicate that, in keeping with much of the literature on judicial independence 

generally, independent courts are only likely to improve the quality of the campaign environment in 

cases where political contestation is already elevated. In the absence of viable opposition parties, 

independent high courts appear to be associated with greater bias in the pre-election arena. Naturally, 

this creates a highly favorable setting for incumbents, in which high courts are reluctant to liberalize the 

electoral arena until credible opposition parties emerge, but opposition parties’ credibility is damaged 

by the uncompetitive nature of the electoral arena. Opposition groups’ path out of this dilemma most 

likely passes through more independent local courts. Opposition parties can secure victories in city 

councils and mayoralties by challenging illegal forms of manipulation in lower courts, building on these 
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local power bases to generate greater national credibility over the medium term (Eisenstadt 2003, see 

also Popova 2012). 

 Conclusion 

Independent courts are understood to improve the rule of law and, as a result, to hasten the 

establishment and consolidation of democracy. Does this logic extend to the promotion of the rule of 

law in the electoral arena, by curbing illegal electoral manipulation and helping establish a fairer pre-

election environment? Given the increasing prevalence of electoral authoritarian regimes and electoral 

(rather than liberal) democracies, the question takes on increasing significance; this paper contributes to 

a growing literature on the roles that institutions associated with democracy can play in un-democratic 

contexts.  Formal models suggest that independent courts can reduce illegal electoral manipulation, but 

to date this claim has not been tested empirically. In the first cross-national test of the relationship 

between judicial independence and multiple electoral manipulation techniques, this project uses global 

data from 1980 to 2004, and shows that judicial independence is indeed associated with cleaner 

elections. However, the results also indicate that the relationship is not as straightforward as prior 

models have indicated. 

First, it is independent lower courts—not high courts—that are associated with reduced vote-buying, 

fraud, and related techniques. This suggests that the mechanism by which independent courts deter 

illegal manipulation is not the revelation of information about opposition by a high court failing to 

certify an election (Chernykh and Svolik 2015). Instead, it implies a more dispersed effect, by which 

independent lower courts raise the risks of engaging in manipulation for individual low-level actors. 

Second, this effect persists even in non-competitive electoral settings, with three implications. With 

regard to theories of judicial behavior, it indicates that lower level judges are able to act non-

strategically in applying the law to criminal forms of electoral manipulation when their courts are 

empowered to do so. With regard to authoritarian institutions, this finding supports the claim that 

authoritarian leaders may choose to establish independent, efficacious lower courts despite their 

electoral risks, in order to benefit from courts’ other functions. Furthermore, independent lower courts 

can have a positive relationship with election quality even when high courts remain dependent on ruling 

parties. 

The independence of high courts and low courts both appear to be tied to improvements in the 

campaign environment. In both cases, however, this relationship is contingent on the degree of 

competition that is present in the electoral system. This suggests that strategic calculations are much 

more important when judges are ruling on the rules of the game than when they are applying criminal 

or administrative law to particular illegal acts. Furthermore, independent lower courts appear to enable 

further improvements in the campaign environment when high courts are independent.  In turn, this 

reinforces the idea that research on electoral manipulation must consider the varying characteristics of 

different tactics. In this case, for example, judicial independence of lower courts has a straightforward 

and negative relationship with illegal forms of manipulation, while legal techniques are curbed by 

independent courts in combination with robust electoral competition. 
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Research on electoral manipulation often seeks to find the boundaries of the dilemma facing 

governments and ruling parties: how much manipulation can be achieved before the cost outweighs the 

benefits? Electoral manipulation is easier in patronage-based economies, but such economies can 

hinder economic growth and international integration; when economies are liberalized, tools of 

electoral manipulation have to be shed (Greene 2007). Closely contested elections drive up incumbents’ 

demands for electoral manipulation, but threaten to undo the networks of agents they rely on to deliver 

votes (Rundlett and Svolik 2016). Engaging in excessive manipulation can bring stability (Simpser 2013), 

but insufficient attempts at manipulation run the risk of sparking mass protest (Magaloni 2010, Tucker 

2007). Independent lower courts can be added to this list of factors affecting the dilemma. They provide 

benefits in curbing excessive corruption among mid- and low-level agents of the regime, and can help 

legitimate the government by promoting its claim to uphold the rule of law. However, independent 

lower courts are shown here to be associated with reductions in illegal electoral manipulation, even in 

cases where opposition contestation is minimal. By appealing to lower courts, opposition groups may 

gain footholds that enable them to grow more competitive. In turn, increased competition can lead to 

independent high and low courts acting to improve the legal electoral environment. 
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Appendix 

Two alternative measures of the political strength of opposition parties are presented here, as checks of 

the robustness of the main results. The first is lagged electoral competitiveness, which measures the size 

of the governing party’s seat-share in the most recent legislative election, subtracted from one hundred. 

This variable indicates the degree to which governing parties are able to send a signal of continued 

dominance to other actors in society. Legislative supermajorities, for example, can be signs of 

organizational and political strength that induce other political actors to behave in ways that suppprt the 

ruling party (Magaloni 2006). A narrow legislative margin, on the other hand, can indicate that 

opposition parties may credibly take power in the near or medium term. Larger values of this variable 

indicate a more competitive electoral and legislative environment. As a result, I expect that high and low 

courts will be associated with increasingly higher-quality legal electoral environments as electoral 

competitiveness increases, but that lower courts’ negative relationship with illegal electoral 

manipulation will not be conditional on competitiveness.   

Table 1A and the following figures show that the results bear out these predictions, and correspond to 

the results in the main text. As Figures 1A and 2A show, the relationship between high- or low-court 

independence and legal forms of electoral manipulation varies according to the level of lagged 

competitiveness. As in the models presented in the main text, independent high courts are associated 

with a lower-quality campaign environment in cases where levels of competitiveness are low, but may 

be associated with improvements in the campaign environment at the highest levels of competitiveness. 

Figure 3A, by contrast, shows no significant relationship between high-court independence and the 

severity of illegal manipulation, regardless of the level of electoral competitiveness. This is the only case 

in which the results from the electoral competitiveness model are not inline with the hypotheses of the 

main text, which predict that the relationship between high court independence and illegal 

manipulation will become increasingly negative as competitiveness increases. Lastly, Figure 4A shows 

results that are supportive of the main hypotheses, indicating that lower-court independence is 

associated with reductions in illegal manipulation across the range of electoral competitiveness. 
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Dependent variable: 

 
Pre-election conditions Illegal manipulation 

 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

High court independence 0.69
*
 0.10 0.02 -0.05 

 
(0.28) (0.20) (0.29) (0.20) 

Low court independence -0.40 0.10 -0.61
**

 -0.67
*
 

 
(0.21) (0.29) (0.21) (0.29) 

Electoral competitiveness (lagged) -0.01 -0.01 -0.001 -0.001 

 
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 

Education 0.19
*
 0.19

*
 0.12 0.11 

 
(0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.07) 

Polity -0.13
**

 -0.12
**

 -0.02 -0.02 

 
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) 

GDP per capita (log) -0.33 -0.42 -0.85
**

 -0.87
**

 

 
(0.26) (0.26) (0.25) (0.25) 

Urban population share -1.31 -1.09 -0.68 -0.64 

 
(1.00) (1.00) (0.98) (0.97) 

Population size (log) 0.21
*
 0.21

*
 0.11 0.12 

 
(0.09) (0.09) (0.09) (0.09) 

High court ind. : Electoral comp. (lag) -0.02
**

 
 

-0.002 
 

 
(0.01) 

 
(0.01) 

 
Low court ind. : Electoral comp. (lag) 

 
-0.02

**
 

 
0.001 

  
(0.01) 

 
(0.01) 

Observations 326 326 331 331 

AIC 792 794 811 811 

Note:  
*
p<0.05; 

**
p<0.01 

Table 1A: Ordered logit models of electoral manipulation using electoral competitiveness 
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Figure 1A: Marginal effect of high-court independence on legal manipulation, at varying levels of 

electoral competitiveness  
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Figure 2A: Marginal effect of low-court independence on legal manipulation, at varying levels of 

electoral competitiveness 
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Figure 3A: Marginal effect of high-court independence on illegal manipulation, at varying levels of 

electoral competitiveness 
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Figure 4A: Marginal effect of low-court independence on illegal manipulation, at varying levels of 

electoral competitiveness 
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Dependent variable: 

 
Pre-election conditions Illegal manipulation 

 
(5) (6) (7) (8) 

High court independence 1.10
**

 0.14 0.55 0.19 

 
(0.31) (0.15) (0.31) (0.16) 

Low court independence -0.34
*
 0.78

*
 -0.65

**
 -0.34 

 
(0.16) (0.34) (0.16) (0.33) 

Party system institutionalization -2.42
**

 -2.52
**

 -2.21
**

 -2.22
**

 

 
(0.57) (0.58) (0.57) (0.57) 

Education 0.11 0.09 0.01 0.01 

 
(0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) 

Polity -0.13
**

 -0.13
**

 -0.04 -0.04 

 
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) 

GDP per capita (log) 0.07 0.09 0.10 0.11 

 
(0.20) (0.20) (0.20) (0.20) 

Urban population share -2.04
**

 -1.92
*
 -2.08

**
 -2.05

**
 

 
(0.77) (0.77) (0.77) (0.77) 

Population size (log) 0.30
**

 0.26
**

 0.16
*
 0.15

*
 

 
(0.07) (0.07) (0.06) (0.07) 

High court ind. : Party institutionalization -1.84
**

 
 

-0.65 
 

 
(0.50) 

 
(0.48) 

 
Low court ind. : Party institutionalization 

 
-2.12

**
 

 
-0.57 

  
(0.51) 

 
(0.49) 

Observations 512 512 512 512 

AIC 1201 1198 1267 1267 

Note: 
*
p<0.05; 

**
p<0.01 

Table 2A: Ordered logit models of electoral manipulation using party system institutionalization 

As a further robustness check, I apply a third measure of opposition strength. The variable party system 

institutionalization evaluates the extent to which parties are organized, have links to society, cadres of 

activists, coherent platforms, and cohesive parliamentary delegations. Higher values for this variable 

indicate political parties that are more cohesive and more deeply rooted in society, making them harder 

to be co-opted by ruling parties and better able to mount electoral challenges. As above, higher values 

for party institutionalization should be associated with an increasingly negative relationship between 
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high- and low-court independence and legal manipulation, while illegal manipulation should be 

negatively related to low-court independence regardless of the degree of institutionalization. 

As expected, Figures 5A and 6A show that more independent courts are associated with increasingly 

large improvements in the legal campaign environment as party institutionalization increases. While 

Figure 8A does show that the marginal effect of low-court independence is not significant at the lowest 

values of party system institutionalization but is significantly negative at higher levels, it should be noted 

that the marginal effects at the extremes are not significantly different from each other. As a result, I 

argue that these results offer strong support for the hypotheses related to legal manipulation, and 

cautious support for the hypotheses relating to illegal manipulation. 

 

Figure 5A: Marginal effect of high-court independence on legal manipulation, at varying levels of party 

system institutionalization 
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Figure 6A: Marginal effect of low-court independence on legal manipulation, at varying levels of party 

system institutionalization 
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Figure 7A: Marginal effect of high-court independence on illegal manipulation, at varying levels of party 

system institutionalization 
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Figure 8A: Marginal effect of low-court independence on illegal manipulation, at varying levels of party 

system institutionalization 

 

As a final robustness check, I employ a measure of latent judicial independence in place of V-Dem’s 

indicators of high- and low-court independence. This variable, produced by Linzer and Staton (2015) 

attempts to capture a behavioral measure of judicial independence by modeling judicial independence 

as a function of eight other variables. Of these eight component variables, two deal with high courts, 

two deal with the judiciary as a whole, two are proxies (a measure of cash held in the banking system 

and a Polity estimate of executive constraints generally), and two use an unclear methodology. As a 

result, it is difficult to make clear predictions for the relationship between electoral manipulation and 

high-court versus low-court independence using this variable. Nevertheless, it is still useful as a test of 

the general principles outlined in the main text.  

Since the variable is best thought of as a measure of the independence of high and low courts together, I 

expect to observe statistically significant interaction effects for latent judicial independence and the 

three measures of political competitiveness with regard to legal forms of manipulation. As in the above 

models, the expectation is that latent judicial independence will be associated with greater 

improvements in the legal environment as political competitiveness increases. Since I expect 
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independent lower courts to have a negative effect on illegal manipulation regardless of the degree of 

competitiveness, but that high courts’ effects will be interactive—but cannot distinguish between high- 

and low-court independence using this variable—it is likely that an interactive effect will be observed 

with regard to illegal electoral manipulation. However, I expect this relationship to be substantively 

smaller than with regard to legal electoral manipulation. Here it will be useful to compare the size of the 

marginal effects for latent judicial independence across the two dependent variables (both of which are 

measured on the same scale). 

These predictions are largely borne out. As Figures 9A through 11A show, there is a consistent and 

substantively large negative relationship between measures of political competition and the size of the 

marginal effect of latent judicial independence on legal forms of electoral manipulation. At the same 

time, there is a significant interaction effect visible with regard to illegal forms of manipulation in Figures 

12A and 13A (while Figure 14A shows a relationship between judicial independence and illegal 

manipulation that is largely consistent across levels of party institutionalization). There is a gap in the 

size of the effects between legal and illegal manipulation, however. The range of marginal effects for 

latent judicial independence on legal manipulation in Figure 9A runs approximately from 7 to -7, while 

the corresponding range for illegal manipulation in Figure 12A is approximately 0 to -6. The values for 

ranges of electoral competitiveness are approximately 0 to 8 for legal manipulation, but only -2.5 to -

6.25 for illegal manipulation. Lastly, the range for party system institutionalization is 1.25 to -3.75 for 

legal manipulation and -1 to -5 for legal manipulation. The range of values of legal manipulation is 

generally larger, and also generally crosses the zero line, while the range of values of illegal 

manipulation is consistently negative. This is supportive of the hypothesis that political factors will be 

more salient to judges ruling on legal electoral matters, rather than those trying criminal cases. 
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Dependent variable: 

 
Pre-election conditions Illegal manipulation 

 
(9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) 

Latent judicial independence 1.88 0.31 1.45 -2.05 -2.31 -0.71 

 
(1.10) (1.40) (1.86) (1.16) (1.43) (1.86) 

Opposition autonomy 0.65
*
 

  
0.26 

  

 
(0.28) 

  
(0.28) 

  
Electoral competitiveness. (lag) 

 
0.04

*
 

  
0.03 

 

  
(0.01) 

  
(0.01) 

 
Party system institutionalization 

  
0.22 

  
0.12 

   
(1.24) 

  
(1.23) 

Education 0.12
*
 0.24

**
 0.10 0.08 0.20

**
 0.06 

 
(0.06) (0.08) (0.06) (0.06) (0.07) (0.06) 

Polity -0.10
**

 -0.05 -0.11
**

 0.02 0.02 0.01 

 
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) 

GDP per capita (log) 0.15 -0.29 0.01 0.21 -0.75
**

 0.22 

 
(0.21) (0.27) (0.20) (0.20) (0.26) (0.20) 

Urban share -2.50
**

 -1.28 -1.65
*
 -2.97

**
 -1.12 -2.43

**
 

 
(0.78) (1.02) (0.77) (0.79) (1.02) (0.79) 

Population (log) 0.14
*
 0.16 0.26

**
 0.05 0.07 0.11 

 
(0.07) (0.09) (0.07) (0.06) (0.09) (0.07) 

LJI : Opposition autonomy -3.04
**

 
  

-1.47
*
 

  

 
(0.63) 

  
(0.64) 

  
LJI : Electoral comp. (lag) 

 
-0.12

**
 

  
-0.06 

 

  
(0.03) 

  
(0.03) 

 
LJI : Party institutionalization 

  
-5.70

*
 

  
-4.87 

   
(2.73) 

  
(2.71) 

Observations 511 325 511 511 330 511 

AIC 1186 781 1216 1271 814 1271 

Note:  
*
p<0.05; 

**
p<0.01 

Table 3A: Ordered logit models of electoral manipulation using latent judicial independence 
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Figure 9A: Marginal effect of latent judicial independence on legal manipulation, at varying levels of 

opposition autonomy 
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Figure 10A: Marginal effect of latent judicial independence on legal manipulation, at varying levels of 

electoral competitiveness 
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Figure 11A: Marginal effect of latent judicial independence on legal manipulation, at varying levels of 

party system institutionalization 
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Figure 12A: Marginal effect of latent judicial independence on illegal manipulation, at varying levels of 

opposition autonomy 
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Figure 13A: Marginal effect of latent judicial independence on illegal manipulation, at varying levels of 

electoral competitiveness 
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Figure 14A: Marginal effect of latent judicial independence on illegal manipulation, at varying levels of 

party system institutionalization 

 

 

 


